TUF Leadership Development Program
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Our Mission

To support the education and personal development of socially disadvantaged students through enhancing self-esteem, learning attitude and motivation.

To develop high caliber, socially conscious and passionate university graduates as role models and future leaders to advance the cause of quality education for all.

To model an effective way on mentorship and promote its integration into youth education in Hong Kong.

Do you have a dream ..

to influence and build the future of others?

Right here is an opportunity for you ..
to be developed as a role model of leadership in change and aspiration

Empowered by the vision of Teach Unlimited Foundation..
every youth has a dream - including you - can learn to realize it

Are you the one we are looking for ..
to be our vision partner …

Making the impossible … possible!

“The 24-month TUF program is a uniquely enriching experience for a smart, highly motivated fresh graduate to develop him/herself as a leader through the practical opportunities of applying leadership behavior principles in serving disadvantaged youths in a school environment.”

Peter Chow, TUF Head Coach

Teach Unlimited Foundation is a registered tax-exempt charity under Section 88 of the Inland Revenue Ordinance (Cap 112) in Hong Kong.
How Does it Work?

The service is delivered through selected high caliber university graduates - developed and coached by TUF as **Program Mentors within a 2-year Leadership Development Program**. Being trained as change agents, they contribute actively as frontline partners in the process of advancing educational opportunities of socially disadvantaged students in our partnered schools. Mentors directly involve in students’ learning and personal growth. Through their mentorship and providing customized, non-conventional, inspiring learning experiences, they enhance across-the-board learning attitudes, motivation and self-esteem of students.

**TUF Mentoring Framework**

Through building a purposeful, non-judgemental and trusting relationship within a structural mentorship framework, the role and intent of Program Mentors is to build capabilities of students; nurturing sustainability of long-term personal growth and development. We can see how young people respond readily and constructively to guidance and support through mentorship. They also look up to Program Mentors as role models and try to emulate; making them effective change agents to instil positive values in young people and help them aspire to a better future.

“**They are no longer afraid and I think the small group helps the mentoring, teaching them not to be afraid… they (Program Mentors) kept telling them not to worry. It’s okay to make mistakes and keep trying!”**

English teacher, Caritas Yuen Long Chan Chun Ha Secondary School

“**Every Youth has a dream and can learn to realize it.”**

---

**TUF Leadership Development Program**

Teach Unlimited Foundation (TUF) models the way for HK community how the proactive and generative process of mentoring to be used as the core intervention in youth education. Since 2011, we have collaborated with 15 schools operating in the poorest districts in Hong Kong to provide full-time, school-based, customized support to students by means of well-structured mentorship and additional learning support systems.
TUF Leadership Development Program

Eligibility & Selection Criteria
Our Mentors do not start out as teachers, nor do they need to have any teaching qualifications. You can be from any academic disciplines and backgrounds, but it is your enthusiasm, resilience, strong work ethics and determination that will drive you to succeed in this role - and then beyond.

Our basic eligibility requirements are:

- Recent or prospective university graduate
- Permanent resident of Hong Kong or have the permit to work in Hong Kong

These people will stand out in our selection:

- Share our mission and values
- Have proven leadership or community service record
- Have strong commitment to help others setting goals and achieving breakthroughs
- Able to work both independently and as part of a team
- Good proficiency in English and Chinese

Important Information

Scholarship Award & Benefits
Successful candidates chosen to participate in the TUF Leadership Development Program will receive a scholarship award totaling HK$393,000, to be granted over two years (24 months) by instalments.

In addition, they will have 15 vacation days annually, as well as eligible for MPF and medical insurance.

The Selection Process

SEND APPLICATION \> STAGE 1 \> STAGE 2 \> STAGE 3 \> OFFER OF SCHOLARSHIP

For more details, please visit our website: www.teachunlimited.org

"When I don’t know how to study, I will ask my mentor as she can provide me new perspective in learning."

Student, St. Francis of Assisi’s College

Who We Look For As Mentors
Your Commitment

Two years full-time:

1. In the structured, learning-driven and person-oriented TUF Leadership Development Program, take ownership of your personal and professional development.

2. As TUF Program Mentor to deliver a service project in one of our designated Partner Schools, and upon successful completion of the program to become our TUF Alumni.

Our Commitment

Far more than just classroom teaching, acceptance into our TUF Leadership Development Program means you will:

- Develop your leadership potential
- Support the personal growth of socially disadvantaged youths in Hong Kong
- Be the partners to teachers and educators
- Join a community who are passionate to learn, to innovate and to build better lives
- Receive a scholarship
- Learn and grow your strengths on the job
- Connect to our corporate partners
- Get on the ground experience that you can use to influence real change

Jockey Club Teach Unlimited “Walk with Youth” Mentorship Programme

Funded By:

The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust

RIDING HIGH TOGETHER

Jockey Club Teach Unlimited “Walk with Youth” Mentorship Programme (the “Programme”) is a school-based mentorship programme in five schools over three years starting August 2017. The Programme not only supports the continuation and enhancement of our established and proven model at schools but also allows us to research and pilot new programmes, including new mentorship and education models such as e-Mentoring at Partner Schools.